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Abstract
Enterprise Modeling is far from its maximum potential. An important reason is that opposing stakeholder
concerns lead to the existence of context-dependent models that are not mutually related, resulting in an
inconsistent enterprise model landscape. This causes problems regarding unsustainable model utilization,
since models are not used across different focal areas and over a longer period of time. The aim of our
research project is to increase the value of Enterprise Modeling by creating a design method to support
users in designing practically applicable models and a model integration method to integrate locally
created models into an overarching enterprise model landscape that maintains model consistency.
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1. Problem Identification & Motivation

Even though its benefits and its contribution to organizational tasks are largely undisputed,
Enterprise Modeling (EM) is far from its maximum potential. The focus of EM is oriented towards
“the systematic analysis and modeling of processes, organization and product structures, IT-systems
and any other perspective relevant for the modeling purpose” [1, p.70] and is invaluable for
analyzing existing and creating new information systems [2]. In this respect, Sandkuhl et al. [1]
have formulated a vision to solve two particular issues: (𝑖) the co-existence of contradictory
stakeholder concerns, and (𝑖𝑖) unsustainable model utilization. Exemplary for the opposing
stakeholder interests is the fact that enterprise models are often developed by a limited group
of organizational stakeholders to achieve a specific goal [3]. This leads to a situation-specific
modeling purpose: either to change the world with (i.e., for intervening) or by (i.e., for bringing
about reality) a model; or to change the mind via model construction (i.e., for understanding),
model manipulation (i.e., for problem-solving), or communication (i.e., for documenting) [4].
Based on the purpose, stakeholders have specific interests (i.e., concerns) with respect to
enterprise models. Therefore, most models are suitable for one specific situation [3] and only
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have value for the stakeholder group involved [4]. As a consequence, enterprise models are not
practically applicable for other business stakeholders, because they are difficult to understand [5]
and do not provide information about the areas of interest that are important to them [6]. That
is why stakeholders end up making their own models, during which they experience a multitude
of difficulties related to the required technical knowledge that is needed as well as the inability
to design personalized models due to stringent requirements usually associated with EM [1].
When stakeholders manage to design their own models, this results in the existence of context-
dependent models with a scope that is not necessarily mutually coherent [1]. This leads to an
inconsistent enterprise model landscape [7], which is fragmented and recorded in multiple tools
without connections between the constituting models [5]. Hence, it is not easy to gain access
to and integrate locally created models [8]. This results in unsustainable model usage, since
models are neither used across different focal areas nor over a longer period of time [9].

To embed modeling into the everyday work more easily, it is necessary that users are able to
design models based on their specific requirements with less technical knowledge and without
being constrained by stringent requirements. In addition, to ensure long-term added value in
the future, it should be possible to integrate and combine these locally designed models in an
overarching enterprise model landscape so that modeling by experts and non-experts eventually
will exist in synergy [1].

This leads to the following research question (RQ):

• 𝑅𝑄: How can practically applicable models be created that could easily be integrated
into the enterprise model landscape of an organization?

To solve this problem, the subsequent sub-questions should be answered:

• 𝑅𝑄1: How can we support users in formulating requirements for models that are adapted
to their specific work context?

With this, we learn more about how we can collect user requirements that serve as input for
the design of local models. The actual translation of these requirements into local model design
is being studied in RQ2:

• 𝑅𝑄2: How can we support users in designing models based on their requirements?

Now, we know how local models can be created based on user requirements. However, these
models are not connected to enterprise models and thus do not provide long-term added value
yet. To overcome this challenge, we need to seek for possibilities to link these local models with
enterprise models and eventually foster synergistic modeling of experts and non-experts. This
results in the final research question:

• 𝑅𝑄3: How can we combine and integrate locally created models within an overarching
enterprise model landscape?

This paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 describes the proposed solution for a user-
oriented design method for practically applicable enterprise models, consisting of a requirements
documentation method (Sect. 2.1), a design method for local models (Sect. 2.2), and a model
integration method (Sect. 2.3). Finally, Sect. 3 gives an outlook on the timing and communication
in this research project.



2. Proposed Solution

Figure 1 shows the proposed solution encompassing RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. To enable users to
design personalized models, in RQ1 we create a requirements documentation method to collect
their requirements. Then, in RQ2, we focus on a design method to convert these requirements
into a specification for personalized models (i.e., viewpoints) and subsequently realize a modeling
technique based on it. Thereafter, the user is able to use the personalized modeling technique,
resulting in a local model, which helps to solve the intended business problem. In RQ3 we
concentrate on a model integration method that enables to integrate these local models within
an overarching enterprise model landscape that maintains a consistent architectural overview.
Afterwards, users are able to retrieve and reuse the local model. If the retrieved model is
sufficient to solve the business problem, then the user can use the model directly. Otherwise,
the modeling technique will have to be adapted using the modeling design method of RQ2.

Figure 1: Proposed solution

This research follows the Design Science Research paradigm, which aims at building and
evaluating artifacts that both address real world problems and produce outcomes that contribute
to the academic body of knowledge [10]. In particular, three artifacts will be developed to
address the several RQs: (𝑖) a requirements documentation method (Sect. 2.1), (𝑖𝑖) a design
method for local models (Sect. 2.2), and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) a model integration method (Sect. 2.3).

2.1. Requirements Documentation Method

Design. To design a requirements documentation method, we need to look for (𝑖) the most
important requirements documentation methods that are able to derive conceptual models (i.e.,
viewpoints, see Sect. 2.2) from user requirements as well as (𝑖𝑖) the relevant contextual factors
that affect its task performance. Then we need to search for (𝑖𝑖𝑖) a suitable comparison method
to evaluate which documentation method is most appropriate to solve our problem. After the
actual comparison we have to complete the design principles with (𝑖𝑣) insights from the related
research areas: practice theory, computer-based EM tools, and gamification [1]. This will allow
to develop an initial version of the requirements tool.



Given the recency of the research and its relevance, we consider the work of Dalpiaz et al. [11]
as a starting point for our literature research for (𝑖) and (𝑖𝑖). Therefore, we start with backward
snowballing on this work, if possible supplemented with forward snowballing. Simultaneously
we build a keyword library that we can use to perform a literature search to ensure we do not miss
any important techniques. For (𝑖𝑖𝑖) we use the Quality User Story Framework (QUSF) [12]. This
framework consists of thirteen criteria organized in the three quality categories for conceptual
modeling of Lindland et al. [13]: syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic quality. Since the original
framework is focused on user stories, we adjust the descriptions of the criteria to analyze to what
extent the Requirements Engineering methods found in (𝑖) are able to document requirements
for Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs). If it turns out that this framework is not
feasible, we will search for a suitable alternative. As for (𝑖𝑣) we are going to investigate these
research areas by performing backward and forward snowballing on the references in [1].

Demonstration & Evaluation. We use the case study research method that encompasses
both demonstration and evaluation. A case study consists of an in-depth inquiry into a specific
and complex phenomenon (the ‘case’), which is set within its real-world context. The research
design consists of five components that will be further elaborated below: (𝑖) study question,
(𝑖𝑖) proposition, (𝑖𝑖𝑖) unit of analysis, (𝑖𝑣) logic of linking data to propositions, and (𝑣) criteria
for interpreting the findings.

Study Questions. The study questions that we want to answer in this case study are:

• In how far is the requirements documentation method practically applicable to support
users in formulating requirements for models that are adapted to their specific work
context?

Propositions. Propositions (P) give direction to what will be studied within the scope of the
study question. In our case we are interested in how effectiveness and efficiency criteria are
evaluated by end users:

• 𝑃1: The requirements documentation method is efficient
• 𝑃2: The requirements documentation method is effective

Units of Analysis. Since DSMLs are used to foster understanding and communication within a
stakeholder group, the unit of analysis is an event in which a group of users formulate require-
ments for a desired model (i.e., adapted to its specific work context) using the requirements
documentation method. Since there is only one unit of analysis, a holistic case design is applied.
As Yin [14] states that replicating the same findings in similar case studies can strengthen
the generalization, we will conduct four case studies: the first case establishes a baseline that
we will replicate with a second case study with a similar case type. If that was successful,
we try to replicate the same results in two studies with other case types. The research will
take place in a Dutch organization in the financial sector, which mainly focuses on financing
mortgages, managing savings, and offering current accounts. The case studies are conducted at
the operational, tactical, and strategic organizational level. The first and second case focus on
the operational level, because we consider these stakeholders as non-experts who usually do
not have the necessary technical knowledge to design conceptual models and who are most
often constrained by the stringent requirements of regular enterprise models.



Logic of Linking Data to Propositions. With respect to data, we will make use of the dimensions
of method success from the Method Evaluation Model of Moody [15]: actual efficacy, perceived
efficacy, and adoption in practice. We will measure the actual efficiency (D1) by estimating the
cognitive effort as well as the time taken to complete the requirements documentation task. The
actual effectiveness (D2) will be evaluated by analyzing in how far the result meets the quality
criteria of the QUSF. The perceived ease of use (D3), perceived usefulness (D4) and intention to
use (D5) are assessed with several items in a post-task survey as described in [15] and modified
based on the specific objectives of the requirements tool. In addition to the items mentioned
above, participants are also allowed to provide a qualitative explanation for a given answer.

Criteria for Interpreting the Findings. With respect to interpreting the findings, we perform a
quantitative data analysis on the results (i.e., D1 to D5), in which tests are used to assess the
statistical significance of the propositions. Furthermore, we carry out a qualitative analysis (i.e.,
thematic analysis) on the textual explanations given by the participants. This method allows to
identify themes and patterns by coding data with a similar meaning. Herewith, we can decide
in how far there is agreement amongst the participants.

2.2. Design Method

Design. A method to design models that are adapted to the specific work context of users is the
viewpoint-oriented Enterprise Architecture (EA) approach. This is a flexible approach in which
users are allowed to specify personalized views, based on their specific concerns, in order to see
only the relevant aspects of the system of interest [16]. As shown in figure 1, we need several
steps to design a desired viewpoint: first, we need to document the stakeholder requirements,
from which we derive the relevant focus area. Then, the requirements should be converted into
a viewpoint definition. From there, we actually create the modeling technique, by designing a
modeling language and a modeling procedure.

For the concerns, we use the requirements that we have collected in RQ1. These requirements
give direction to the intentional focus area of the modeling technique that will be designed in
our research. The next step is to transform requirements into a viewpoint definition. According
to the IEEE 1471 standard, this definition should at least include a viewpoint name, the intended
stakeholders, the intentional focus area and the method to construct a view based on the view-
point [17]. In addition, the viewpoint classification framework of Steen et al. [16] supplements
the viewpoint definition with the purpose and content dimensions.

We can compare the stakeholder requirements with the 25 basic viewpoint definitions of the
ArchiMate modeling language [18]. These viewpoint definitions provide useful combinations
of layers and aspects for common EA perspectives. Furthermore, ArchiMate is a suitable
intermediate language, because it includes several widely used organizational domains and
aspects. In our project, we can compare the stakeholder requirements with the basic viewpoint
definitions.

After the creation of a viewpoint definition, we transform the chosen ArchiMate viewpoint
into a local modeling technique. To design a modeling language with concepts (i.e., elements
and relations) and a visualization that best fit with the stakeholder concerns, the different EM
languages that are relevant for the viewpoint design need to be integrated. In this research, we
use the indirect concept mapping method, where EM languages are mapped to ArchiMate as



an intermediate modeling language [16]. A suitable approach for integrating concern specific,
heterogeneous modeling languages is the Enterprise Modeling Integration (EMI) approach [19].
More specifically, two mappings need to take place: one for the concepts and one for the
visualization. This is because one viewpoint can have multiple visualizations to serve different
stakeholders [16]. An appropriate mapping method is the Query/View/Transformation (QVT)
standard, a model-to-model (M2M) transformation method to transform source models (i.e.,
input models) into a target model (i.e., output model) [20].

To complete the modeling technique, a modeling procedure must be generated so that
stakeholders can follow concrete steps to set up and use a model correctly. Inspired by the
model-to-text (M2T) transformation method, we use the popular template-based approach [20].
A template includes a static text, which is fixed (e.g., to express the order in which meta-model
elements must be added to a model) and placeholders for dynamic text that is based on the
input model (e.g., to express consistency rules for the labels used in a model).

Demonstration & Evaluation. As we did for RQ1, we also make use of case study research
to demonstrate and subsequently evaluate the designed solution.

Study Questions. The study question that we want to answer in this case study is:

• To what extent is the design method applicable to support users in designing conceptual
modeling techniques to solve their local business problem?

Propositions. The propositions are related to how the effectiveness and efficiency of the design
method are evaluated by end users:

• 𝑃1: The design method is effective
• 𝑃2: The design method is efficient

Units of Analysis. The unit of analysis is an event in which a group of users employs the
design method. Hereby, the users receive a desired model based on their requirements and use
it to solve a particular problem in their work context. A holistic case design is used as there is
only one unit of analysis. As we did in RQ1, we intend to conduct four case studies in the same
financial organization. The first case establishes a baseline that we will replicate with a second
case study with a similar design. Afterwards, we try to replicate the results in two additional
studies. In the third study, we will vary with the business problem while the profile of the user
group remains the same. In the fourth, we vary with the profile of the user group and use the
same business problem as in the first two case studies.

In each case, the event will be a group session in which the researcher acts as a ‘fly on the wall’.
This allows to observe the event, without disturbing an actual true-to-live performance [21]. In
the assignment, the group needs to solve a business problem, based on a fictive interview in
which a user explains the problem to be solved by using the design method that we provide.
Afterwards, the group starts the assignment. The conceptual model and the proposed solution
to the business problem are elaborated on paper.

Logic of Linking Data to Propositions. With respect to the data collection, we make use of the
dimensions of method success from the Method Evaluation Model [15]: actual and perceived
efficacy and adoption in practice. As for the actual efficacy, we make use of the effectiveness and



efficiency variables as described by Bernardez et al. [22]. These are based on semantic quality
(SEMQ), which measures in how far a designed conceptual model is a faithful representation of
a system. The actual effectiveness (D1) is a percentage, measured by dividing the SEMQ of the
model under study by the total possible SEMQ score of the reference model. The actual efficiency
(D2) is the percentage of the amount of time that participants need to solve the business problem
compared to the time needed by experts. The perceived ease of use (D3), perceived usefulness
(D4), and intention to use (D5) are assessed with several items in a post-task survey as described
by Moody [15] and modified based on the specific effectiveness and efficiency objectives of the
design method. In addition to the above mentioned items, participants are also asked to provide
an explanation for a given answer, which allows to collect qualitative data. Furthermore, we
observe and document the events and actions by making video recordings as well as live notes.

Criteria for Interpreting the Findings. With respect to the interpretation of the findings, we
perform a quantitative data analysis on the results (i.e., D1 to D5) and a qualitative analysis (i.e.,
thematic analysis) on the textual explanations given by the participants.

2.3. Model Integration Method

Design. For the integration of locally created conceptual models into an overarching enterprise
model landscape, we can partly (re)use the knowledge and experience of the EMI approach that
we gained in RQ2. However, the EMI approach is not sufficient to solve our model consistency
problem. Therefore, we need a more comprehensive method that not only integrates models,
but also allows to analyze and handle possible model inconsistencies. A suitable approach
is the model consistency method of Lucas et al. [23], which allows to handle inconsistencies
between any types of models. The method is based on three elements: a transformation
language, rewriting logic, and a computer-aided software engineering tool that is able to
provide appropriate feedback during modeling. An alternative approach based on semantic
technologies and a model-to-graph transformation approach has been proposed in [24, 25].
A suitable model transformation language that we have already used in RQ2 is the QVT
Relations Language which allows to specify a set of relations that must hold between modeling
languages [26]. For the specification of the mandatory relations, Lantow et al. [7] propose to
use ontologies. Ontologies provide a way to represent knowledge about object sorts, object
properties, and relations between objects within one or between several focal areas and are
therefore considered as suitable for consistency checking in the EM domain [7]. Rewriting logic
allows to verify model consistency by its specification through a rewrite theory, which consists
of a static and a dynamic part. The static part involves Equational Logic, the dynamic part
comprises rewriting rules to manage consistency problems. These rules check the extent to
which consistency relationships are present, and if not, provide possible solutions to handle
inconsistencies. Subsequently, the local models can be integrated into an organization’s central
repository. For this, we can make use of an Architecture Repository [27], which contains the
information, the associated specifications and artifacts related to an organization’s EA. The
Architecture Repository comprises architectural views of an organization’s state at different
moments in time and is described at three different levels of granularity: strategic (i.e., long-term
summary of the entire enterprise), segment (i.e., detailed models for specific areas within an
enterprise), and capability (i.e., detailed models for the support of specific capabilities). Finally,



if the model is integrated into an overarching enterprise model landscape, the model can be
retrieved so that it can be reused by others. Therefore, we can (re)use our knowledge and
experience of EMI again.

Demonstration & Evaluation. We can compare the performance of a benchmark method
with our developed version by an experiment, in which participants need to semantically
integrate inconsistent models in an experimental context.

Variables & Measures. In the experiment, we want to gain insight into the extent to which
the resulting model integration method is effective and efficient. For that, we want to com-
pare the independent variables effectiveness and efficiency of the developed model integration
method with a benchmark method. The specific benchmark model integration method will
be determined based on a literature review. The effectiveness variable relates to how well a
participant can perform tasks (i.e., solve inconsistencies) by using a model integration method.
This can be measured objectively by the number of inconsistencies resolved by participants
in an experimental task [28]. The efficiency variable can be seen as the required effort to
complete tasks, which can be measured by the time required by participants to resolve the
inconsistencies [28]. The subjective measures will be collected by means of a questionnaire
after the experiment.

Hypotheses. Since we expect the developed model integration method to be more effective
and efficient compared to a benchmark we define the following alternative hypotheses:

• 𝐻1-effectiveness: Participants resolve more model inconsistencies using the developed
model integration method compared to using the benchmark method.

• 𝐻1-efficiency: Participants need less time to resolve model inconsistencies using the
developed model integration method compared to using the benchmark method.

Instrumentation, Experimental Tasks, and Participants. We will use a between-subjects design,
in which one group is given an assignment to solve model inconsistencies using a benchmark
model integration method and the other group is using the developed model integration method.
To preserve the external validity, we simulate a real-life setting by using a realistic assignment
and offer it in a way to participants that fits with their work practice: digitally in an online
environment. Further, we conduct the experiment with actual end users, which will be identified
based on the targeted profiles that we used for RQ1 and RQ2. If we do not reach the desired
sample size, we supplement the participants with MSc students. In this case, we will test the
results of the different groups for confounding factors.

3. Outlook

This research project will be executed during the coming five years. Research results will be
communicated as scholarly and professional publications to share the resulting knowledge.
More particular, answers to the specific RQs will be elaborated as conference and journal papers
in the Information Systems field.
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